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Abstract

approach (general recovery) addresses the question of
what range of mechanisms could exist in intelligent systems possessing visual capabilities. It does not address
the question of how actual biological vision systems
are designed as well as the question of what sort of vision systems would be desirable for particular classes
of animals or robots. The “reconstructivist” approach
addresses a problem which might not be directly related t o the way biological or successful machine vision
systems are designed [a]. Biological vision systems are
designed in many different ways. They have different
needs, sizes and characteristics and, in general, they d o
different things.
Instead of trying to find general solutions for the
vision modules we can consider the problem of vision
in terms of an agent that sees and acts in its environment ( [ 2 ] ,[17]). An agent can be defined as a set
of intentions (or purposes) which translate into a set
of behaviors [6]. The visual system can then be considered as a set of processes working in a cooperative
manner to achieve various behaviors ([16], [9]). This is
a paradigm known as active/purposive vision. Within
this framework we consider that the system is active
because it has control over the image acquisition process and acquires images that are relevant for what
it intends to do. The control over the image acquisition process enables the introduction of constraints
that facilitate the extraction of information about the
scene [17]. Therefore our goal when using the active
vision system is not the construction of a general purpose description. The system only needs to recover
partial information about the scene. The information
to be extracted and its representation have t o be determined from the tasks the system has to carry out (its
purpose). Vision is considered as part of a complex system that interacts with the environment [3]. Since only
part of the information contained in the images needs
to be extracted, the visual system will operate based
on a restricted set of behaviors (sets of perceptlions and

A n active vision system has to enable the implementation of reactzve visual processes and of elementary
visual behaviors .in real tzme. Therefore the control
architecture is extremely important. In this paper we
discuss a number of issues related with the implementation of a real-ttme control architecture and describe
the architecture we are using with camera heads. A n other important issue of the operation of active vision
binocular heads is their integration into more complex
robotic systems. ‘The design of the control architecture
has to be suited to the integration of the system in other
robotic systems. Higher levels of autonomy and integration can be obtained by designing the system architecture based on the concept of purposive behavior. A t
the lower levels we consider vision as a sensor a n d integrate it in control systems (both feed-forward and servo
loops) and several visual processes are implemented in
parallel, computing relevant measures f o r the control
process. A t higher levels the architecture is modeled as
a state transition system. Finally we show how this architecture can be used to implement a pursuit behavior
using optical pow. Simultaneously vergence control can
also be performec! using the same visual processes.

1. Introduction
Until a few years ago, the main goal of vision was
to recover the 311 structure of the environment. According to this paradigm vision is a recovery problem
being its goal the creation of an accurate 3D description of the scene (shape, location and other properties)
which then would be given to other cognitive modules
(such as planning or reasoning). Systems based on this
approach typically used one or two static cameras (or,
equivalently only considered static points of view, without the possibility of changing the viewpoint). h i age acquisition, in this framework, is passive. This
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Table 1. Mechanical structure characteristics of
the MDOF active vision system
Figure 1. MDOF Active Vision Head and MDOF
Eye with the MDOF motorized zoom lens.
This design of the head inspired by biological motivation has direct consequences on the kinematics of
the head. No coincident axes have been possible for all
the three neck degrees of freedom. Only the pan and
swing axes intersect. T h e tilt axis does not intersect
any of these two axes and it was put 8cm ahead and
14cm above the pan and swing axes. With this particular design the eyes will have a translational component
added t o the pan and swing rotation movement. T h e
eyes of this head are equipped with fully independent
movements and azimuth, elevation and cyclotorsion are
available. The inclusion of independent neck and eyes
elevation movements was motivated by the fact that
a smooth-pursuit of light loads is accomplished with
much more accuracy and saccadic movements of the
eye can be performed much faster tha.n neck saccadic
movements. We included the optical center adjustment
due to the fact that this head is equipped with motorized zoom lenses. Pure rotation vergence movements
are possible using this degree of freedom. We don't
think that the adjustment of the optical center is crucial for active vision robot head, but the kinematics of
the eye becomes a lot easier, in special for motorized
zoom lenses. Pure rotation is also important t o implement distance-independent saccade algorithms, and is
essential for algorithms that assume t h a t the relationship between motion space and motion in joint space
may be learned without knowledge of the target distance. This could be extremely important for example t o perform active calibration of the optical degrees
of freedom. The optical center adjustment only takes
place along the optical axis of the lens, since the larger
variation of the center of projection occurs along this
axis as a result of focus and zoom changes. A small
variation on the location of the center of projection also
occurs on the other two axes, but we considered that
variation negligible compared with the variation t h a t
occurs along the optical axes. T h e dynamic performance, accuracy, and other requirements are achieved
with harmonic drive DC mot,ors. In order to simulate
the performances of the human visual system there is

actions).

2. A Complex Active Vision System
In order to experiment with visual behaviors and to
study active vision issues (inspired by biological implementations and in particular by the human visual system) we decided t o build a multi-degrees of freedom
(MDOF) robot head [lo]. We call it the MDOF active
vision head. Other groups have built heads and demonstrated them in several applications. At the University
of Rochester [4,51 a binocular head was demonstrated
and tracking was performed using vergence control by
means of zero-disparity filtering. A complex head was
also built at KTH [15] using stepper motors. At the
University of Oxford a head was also used [7] to demonstrate the use of image motion to drive saccade and
pursuit.

2.1. Mechanical Structure
T h e binocular head developed by ourselves has a
high number of degrees of freedom. In addition to the
common degrees of freedom for camera heads (neck
pan, neck tilt and independent vergence for each of
the eyes), this head includes the swing movement of
the head neck, independent tilt for each eye,baseline
control, cyclotorsion of the lenses and the ability of
adjusting the optical center of the lenses. The latter is
to ensure pure rotation when verging the cameras arid
compensate for the translation movement of the optical
center when changing the focal length of the lens.
One important aspect in the design stage of these
robotic systems is their performances. The analysis
of some characteristics of the human active visual system can be useful for determining performance requirements for velocity and acceleration of a mechanical device that is aimed at simulating the human visual system behavior.
'OCA
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Table 2. Optical structure characteristics of the
MDOF active vision system

a requirement for large acceleration, low friction] high
repeatability and minimal transmission errors. With
the harmonic drive gear-boxes] transmission compliance and backlash, which can cause inaccuracy and
oscillations, are almost eliminated. All the motors are
equipped with optical encoders that provide good resolution but require initialization procedures each time
the system is powered up.
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Figure 2. The MDOF system Architecture

2.2. Optical Structure
In a real world environment the range of conditions
that a camera may need to image under, be it focused
distance] spatial detail, lighting conditions or radiometric sensitivity] can often exceed the capabilities of
a camera with a fixed parameters lens. To adapt the
imaging conditioins the camera system requires lenses
whose intrinsic parameters can be changed in a precise
and fast controllable manner. Motorized lenses offer
greater capability and flexibility than fixed-parameter
lenses. However, most active vision systems have been
limited to cameras with fixed lenses because of the difficulty of modeling; cameras with motorized lenses, their
weight and the precision they offer. Nowadays, motorized zoom lenses become more and more important
in active vision systems, e.g., for depth reconstruction,
magnification, focusing, etc.. Zoom can be used to acquire images at different magnifications, e.g. simulate
foveation and concentrate the view on a particular feature, focus can be used to automatically refocus on objects at different distances and compute relative depth
maps, and the aperture can be used to automatically
adjust the iris according to the changes in lighting conditions.
Most of the (existing heads uses standard motorized lenses with potentiometers as feedback information. These lenses have the disadvantage of moving
too slowly for real-time accommodation purposes (56 seconds to full. range movement), and the accuracy
for position control is not very good due to the type
of information they provide as feedback. New motorized lenses have been developed to enable this head to
accommodate the optical system in real time (25 images per second, with very good precision (see fig. 1).
These lenses have controllable zoom, focus and iris and
they use small harmonic drive DC motors with encoder
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feedback information. By using DC harmonic drives we
are able to span the full range of zoom (12.5 m m to 75
mm) and focus ( 1 m to infinity) in 0.8 sec and the
full range of the iris in 0.45 sec.. Also the full range
of focus and zoom are subdivided into 90000 positions
whereas the full range of iris is subdivided into 50000
positions (see tab. 2). With such performances, the
lens is able to make continuous, small optical adjustments required by many algorithms in near real time
with excellent precision. Qualitative improvements in
lens performances increase t,he advantages of active vision techniques that rely on controlled variations of intrinsic parameters.

2.3. System Architecture
The MDOF active vision robot head is controlled
by one host computer with a Pentium CPU and a dual
C40 Image Processing and frame-grabber P C board.
A modular multi-axis motion controller was used to
control all degrees of freedom of the head. This modular system consists of a motherboard where u p to six
daughter-boards or modules can be connected. The
motherboard is based o n a 32-bit 80960 RISC CPU.
On-board Multztasking executes up to 10 independent
programs or background tasks simultaneously without
interrupting motion control. Multiple boards can be
built into a single system, when more than six modules
are required. Three boards are used to control the 18
degrees of freedom of the robot head. Each DC servo
controller module that was plugged in on the motherboard contains a trapezoidal velocity profile generator
and a digital PID compensation filter. Each module is
a self-contained intelligent controller.
The image acquisitioii and processing is performed
by a dual C40 image processing board. This hoard
also has a frame-grabber. Each one of the monochrome
cameras is connected to an input, of the frame grabber.

In most cases the images from the two cameras are
processed in parallel by the C40s.
Most of the processes in this system run in parallel.
The motors are controlled by fully parallel processes.
The parameters of these processes can be changed on
the fly. Typically the main CPU down-loads into the
C40s the program corresponding to the elementary visual process required by the behavior to be implemented. This could be a motion detection module, or
visual attention module. T h e processes running in the
C40s directly communicate with the processes controlling the mechanical and optical degrees of freedom. Visual behaviors are defined by processes running on the
main CPU of the Master unit. These processes decompose the visual behaviors into elementary visual processes. Elementary visual processes are implemented
by the C40s. It is also possible to have different elementary visual processes implemented on both images,
in parallel. In this case, each C40 processes both the
left and right image. One such case is the simultaneous extraction of peripheral and foveal motion cues.
The task of the main CPU is the coordination of the
processes.

3. Smooth P u r s u i t Using Optical Flow
In order to demonstrate the architecture we have
implemented a smooth pursuit process by using optical
flow. T h e detection of motion is performed by means
of image differencing. When the integral of differences
is above a threshold motion is detected. The center of
mass is computed and its pixel coordinates converted
into the pan and tilt angles t h a t the neck has to rotate
to foveate on the origin of motion (we assume that
the focal length is known). Additional pan motions by
both eyes are required so that the center of mass of the
detected motion is projected into the center of both
left and eye images. See Fig. 3 for the image difference
signaling the detection of motion.
Saccade motion is performed by means of position
control of all degrees of freedom involved. Due to the
latency of the saccade movement an o - -p filter is
used to predict the image position of the target assuming that the target is moving with constant velocity. After fixating on the object the pursuit process
is started by computing the optical flow. During the
pursuit process velocity control of the degrees of freedom is used instead of position control as in the case of
the saccade. See Fig. 3 for an image after the saccade.
Assuming that the moving object is inside the fovea
after a saccade, the smoooth pursuit process starts a
Kalman filter estimator, which takes the estimated position and velocity of the target as an input. With
this approach, the smooth pursuit controller generates

Figure 3. a)Image of the environment b) Image
difference c)Image after saccade

a new prediction of the current image target velocity
and this information is sent to the motion servo controller.
Two different motions must be considered t o exist in
the scene: one caused by the motion being undertaken
by the head and the other one coming from the object. Since the first is known, we only have t o compute
the other. For that we used the analysis of motion described by the two-component model proposed in [ll].
In our case we model image formation by means of
the scaled ortographic projection. Even if we model
image formation as a perspective projection this is a
reasonable assumption since motion will be computed
near the origin of the image coordinate system (in a
small area around the center 2 and y are close t o zero).
We can therefore assume t h a t the optical flow vector is
approximately constant throughout all the image, i.e.,
U

= Pz

(1)

v = Py

To compute the optical flow vector we minimize
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Taking the partial derivatives on px and on p , and
making them equal to zero we obtain:
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T h e flow is computed on a multiresolution structure.
Four different resolutions are used: 16 * 16,32 32,64 *
64,128 * 128. These are sub-sampled images. A
first estimate is obtained a t the lowest resolution level
(16 * 16), and this estimate is propagated t o the next
resolution level, where a new estimate is computed and
so on. The optical flow computed this way is used to
control the angular velocity of the motors. The sequence Fig. 4 shows images of the pursuit sequence.
The position, velocity and accelerations responses of

*
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us the continuous processing of the image d a t a as well
as the coordination of the several actuation systems
that have to work in synchrony. Parallelism is also
essential to allow the visual agents to attend to the
several events that are happening in the world continuously. T h e integration, the system architecture, the
information processing modules, and the motor control processes were all designed taking into account the
tasks and behavior of the systems.

Figure 4. Pursuit sequence
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Figure 5 . Initial saccade. Top row: neck-pan saccade; bottom row: eye-vergence saccade.

the neck pan during the initial saccade are displayed
on Fig. 5. The position, velocity and accelerations responses of one of the eyes' vergences during the initial
saccade are disphyed on Fig. 5. Due to the architecture
of our system we can change the control parameters on
the fly so that th'e system can adapt itself t o changes
in velocity. This way the system can cope with sudden
changes in velocity. We can also switch from velocity
control to position control on the fly. Besides the process above described to compute flow due to motion
parallel to the image plane, another process t o compute flow due to translational motion along the optical
axis can also be irnplemented, taking into account that
the object is fixated by both cameras.

4. Conclusioris
In this paper we have shown that by using the concept of purposive behavior it is possible to implement
real-time active vision systems. T h e concept is essential for the design of the system architecture, if real
time operation and robustness are major design goals.
Another result o!f this approach is that computation
grounded on information derived from sensation enables the achievement, of autonomy. Another result of
our approach is that the control architecture we have
used enabled real-time operation with limited computing. On the other hand the use of parallelism enabled
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